English 40563: U.S. Women’s Writing; Fall 2013
Meeting Times and Classroom: Reed 223; MW 2:00-3:20
Instructor: Dr. Sarah Ruffing Robbins, Lorraine Sherley Professor of Literature
Office: Reed 317E
Phone: (817) 257-5146
Email: s.robbins@tcu.edu (online daily, M-F, and frequently on weekends)
Office hours: Mondays, 3:30-4:30; Wednesdays: 1:00-1:50
Department web page: http://www.eng.tcu.edu/oldsite/faculty/profiles/srobbins.htm

ENGL 40563 - U.S. Women's Writing (LT, CA)
Prerequisites: ENGL 10803 or 10833, ENGL 20803 or 20833, and at least one 10000- or 20000-level ENGL course.
A study of U.S. women's writings, with attention to the ways the literature reflects, responds to, and shapes
perceptions of women's roles, identities, and opportunities at various historical moments. Topics, authors, genres,
and approaches may vary by semester. This course may be taken more than once for credit under different
subheadings.
Learning Outcomes:
a) Students will demonstrate an ability to analyze diversity within (or) across cultures. (CA)
b) Students will demonstrate an understanding of the interconnectedness of society, culture and individual
identity. (CA)
c) Students will demonstrate an understanding of literature as it influences society and/or the individual. (LT)

ENGL 40563 - U.S. Women's Writing (LT, CA); fall 2013; WOST-credit course
What is “U.S. Women’s Writing”?
This offering of ENGL 40563 uses the course title’s key terms—U.S., Women’s, and Writing--to interrogate how
these organizing lenses envision a still-growing subfield in American culture studies. What earns the label “U.S.”
for a text in this category: the author’s national affiliation, the location of (most) readers, or the subject being written
about (i.e., U.S. society)? For example, how do we categorize—and therefore read—texts by Native American poets
foregrounding their tribal nation over any “U.S” ties? When do we assign the possessive “women’s” to a text: when
an adult woman wrote it, or can “women’s” literature be composed by a man? How do we classify writing about or
aimed primarily at girl audiences, such as YA lit, or “women’s” literature foregrounding race or social class over
gender? And what kinds of “writing” should be in this field? What do we gain by including non-print forms, such as
graphic novels and performance texts, film and advertising, or social media texts?

Breakdown of Your Grade—Writing, Quizzes/Tests and Presentations
I. Audience analysis: interview with a reader of women’s writing OR observation and
interpretation of a women’s reading site/occasion: 10%
Due date: flexible, but no later than November 18 (sooner= better; spare yourself!)
II. “An Author I Love” for Gendered Reading—A Personal Essay Project: 20%
Due date: September 16 [Last date for revision turn-in: October 30]
III. Exploring Gendered Identity: Crossing project: 20%
Due date: October 23
IV. Presentation on a critical (secondary source) essay: 10%
Due date: November 6, oral
V. Individualized Final Project, based on your personal interests: 20%
Due date: December 11
VI. Participation [attendance plus bonus points for participation extra credit options]: 10%
Basic attendance: 3 points per class period x 31 sessions = 93
Additional options for extra participation credit: attending special events announced in
advance; making “value-added” contributions to our work in class (extra credit options)
VII. Average of daily grades: 10%
[e.g., quizzes and short in-class &/or online writing exercises; brief oral presentations]

Grading Scale:
A+ = 98-100; A= 94-97; A- = 90-93; B+ = 88-89; B = 84-87; B- = 80-83;
C+ = 78-79; C = 74-77; C+ = 78-79; C- = 70-73; D+ = 68-69; D = 64-67;
D- = 60-63; below 60 = failing grade
Penalty for late work on major assignments: 5 points per class period late

Books for all to purchase: U.S. Women’s Writing, fall 2013
[Note: A substantial number of the reading assignments will be provided via PDFs on the
course website OR through an online URL.]
Laurie Anderson, Speak
http://www.amazon.com/Speak-Laurie-Halse-Anderson/dp/0312674392/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1370059924&sr=11&keywords=speak

ISBN: 9780312674397
Maryse Condé, I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem
http://www.amazon.com/Tituba-Black-Witch-Salem-CARAF/dp/0813927676/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1370062462&sr=12&keywords=I%2C+tituba%2C+black+witch+of+salem

ISBN: 9780813927671
Lan Cao, Monkey Bridge
http://www.amazon.com/Monkey-Bridge-Lan-Cao/dp/0140263616/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1370062656&sr=11&keywords=lan+cao+monkey+bridge

ISBN: 9780140263619
Louise Erdrich, The Round House
http://www.amazon.com/The-Round-House-Novel-P-S/dp/0062065254/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1370062752&sr=1-1

ISBN: 9780062065254

Tentative Schedule of Projects and Readings
Some notes on using this draft schedule:
For each class meeting date listed, you should have completed the writing and/or reading
listed for that day before you come to class. Often, included with a designated reading,
you’ll find some indicators of topics to be discussed during class: think about those before,
during and after your reading.
Check the course website regularly for any adjustments!
Assignments (whether writing or reading) are due at the beginning of class. If
you don’t have an assigned piece of writing ready to turn in at the start of class, you should
come ahead to class on time so as not to lose the opportunity to participate in shared learning
activities—i.e. so as not to lose participation credit or miss an in-class graded activity. The
late penalty will apply for any written work turned in after start-up of class, whether during
class on the assigned due date or at the beginning of the next class meeting.

I. “U.S.” as an organizing category—use and limits
Monday, August 19: Danticat and Kincaid—Caribbean Women Speak in/to the US
http://eloquentwoman.blogspot.com/2011/07/famous-speech-friday-edwidge-danticats.html
Edwidge Danticat reading Jamaica Kincaid’s “Girl”
http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/books/2013/03/fiction-podcast-edwidge-danticat-readsjamaica-kincaid.html
Jamaica Kincaid reading her own story:
http://bcs.bedfordstmartins.com/virtualit/fiction/Girl/audio.asp
Wednesday, August 21: The Caribbean as a Contested Space for/in Women’s Writing
Maryse Condé, I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem
Read “Foreword” by Angela Davis, “Historical Note” (by Condé on 183) and Chapters 1-9,
Part I (1-64 in UVA edition.)

Monday, August 26: Shifting the Marginal Voice to the Center
Maryse Condé, I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem
Read through Chapter 11 of Part II (140 in UVA edition); historical note and “Afterword”

Wednesday, August 28: Postmodern and Postcolonial American Writing
Maryse Condé, I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem
Complete the novel.

Monday, September 2: No Class Meeting—Labor Day Holiday
Note: If you’d like to read ahead, consider starting Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao.

Wednesday, September 4: Internationalizing U.S. Women’s Writing
Anzia Yezierska, “My Own People” from Hungry Hearts
http://digital.library.upenn.edu/women/yezierska/hearts/hearts.html#IX

Sui Sin Far, “The Wisdom of the New” from Mrs. Spring Fragrance, 47-84
https://play.google.com/books/reader?id=yV0RAAAAYAAJ&printsec=frontcover&output=reader&authuser=0&hl
=en&pg=GBS.PR5

Option to prepare for bonus participation points via presentation to the class:
Inderpal Grewal, “Traveling Barbie: Indian Transnationalities and the Global Consumer,”
Transnational America: Feminisms, Diasporas, Neoliberalisms, 80-120 [available as a PDF on course
website)

[Note: Grewal will be visiting campus on October 17 and 18, giving at lecture at 5:00 on Thurs,
Oct 17, and attending classes that you may visit for participation credit.]

Monday, September 9: Immigrant Women/U.S. Women
Lan Cao, Monkey Bridge (Read pages 1-163, Chapters 1-8 to prepare.)
Wednesday, September 11: U.S. History and Culture Outside/Inside
Lan Cao, Monkey Bridge (Complete reading—i.e., Chapters 9-13, to 260)
Monday, September 16: Positioning Ourselves as Readers of U.S. Women’s Writing
“Gendered Reading: Author I Love” essay due
In-class readings: Native American women poets: Heid E. Erdrich, poems from National
Monuments; Laura Tohe, poems from No Parole Today, and Esther G. Belin, From the Belly of
My Beauty [PDFs on course website]
Wednesday, September 18: Intersectionality—Race and U.S. Women’s Texts
GUEST SPEAKER: PROFESSOR KIMBERLY WALLACE-SANDERS, EMORY U
[Note: Dr. Wallace-Sanders will give a public lecture Thursday, September 19, at 5:00.]
Read before class: “Southern Memory, Southern Monuments and the Subversive Black
Mammy.” From Southern Spaces, an online interdisciplinary journal
http://southernspaces.org/2009/southern-memory-southern-monuments-and-subversive-black-mammy

II. Women’s
Monday, September 23: Giving Voice to Gendered Social Issues
Laurie Halse Anderson, Speak (Begin discussion. Read more than half of the novel.)
Wednesday, September 25: By/For/About Women and Girls
Laurie Halse Anderson, Speak (Complete your reading.)

Monday, September 30: Intersectionality Re-visited
Louise Erdrich, The Round House (Read 1-108.)

Wednesday, October 2: Gendered Perspectives—Epistemic Privilege?
Louise Erdrich, The Round House (Read 109-199.)

On narrating in the voice of another gender—two options for extra participation credit:
I. Summarize and comment on these two articles-http://www.theatlantic.com/sexes/archive/2013/03/the-mixed-results-of-male-authors-writing-female-characters/273641/
http://www.thepassivevoice.com/06/2011/what-women-need-to-know-about-writing-male-characters/

II. Prepare a presentation on this poem, by a male poet, writing in a girl’s voice-Dwight Okita—male poet speaking in a young girl’s voice [PDF on course website]
“IN RESPONSE TO/EXECUTIVE ORDER 9066”
Monday, October 7: Claiming Awards and “Literary Excellence” for Women Writers
Louise Erdrich, The Round House (Complete the novel.)
Toni Morrison, Nobel Prize speech—during class, we’ll read excerpts and/or listen to
passages from the speech, available here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ticXzFEpN9o
During class, we’ll forecast themes to watch for when reading the Crossing memoir excerpt,
available as a PDF of the course website.

Wednesday, October 9: Fluid Gender Identity--Crossing [excerpt]
Deidre N. McCloskey, Crossing: A Memoir Available as a PDF on course website
In-class discussion: directions for project linked to this reading
Monday, October 14: Sentimentalism as a Woman’s Mode
Elizabeth Phelps, “Tenth of January” (available online as one story [on pages 43-89] in a
collection by Phelps entitled Men, Women, and Ghosts)
http://books.google.com/books?id=lDwYAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA43&lpg=PA43&dq=tenth+of+january+phelps&source=bl&ots=G7q68SFhx&sig=uiWzYjcX4gI0AijNHd5t4FxuQyQ&hl=en&sa=X&ei=_EmpUZ7_GdD2rAGxl4CADg&ved=0CFYQ6AEwBzgU

Note: Be sure to bring a digital or print copy of the story to class to use during discussion.
Wednesday, October 16: Poetry as a Gendered Genre
Emily Dickinson: http://www.poets.org/poet.php/prmPID/155
Sarah Piatt: https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/html/1807/4350/poet453.html
Sylvia Plath: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/sylvia-plath
Mary Oliver: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/mary-oliver
Natasha Trethewey: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/natasha-trethewey#poet
1) Read “your” poet’s biography at the appropriate URL above. Write a paragraph
explaining how the biography connects with the writer’s gender.
2) Select a poem that interests you from those provided via the webpage/website.
A) Prepare a brief written summary. (Identify the poem’s title above your summary.)
B) Identify at least one interesting or appealing image/phrase; explicate its contribution
to the poem’s impact. Add the image commentary to the end of your summary.
C) Focus on aspects of the poem that seem linked to gender. How? Be prepared to
comment on that point orally and add an interpretive observation to your write-up.
3) Prepare to present your summary and an excerpt of your chosen poem in class.
Also in class today: peer sharing from drafts of your Crossing projects
Monday, October 21: Fall Break—No class meeting
Wednesday, October 23: Gendered Performance Texts—a play by Chantel Langlinais
Guest speaker: Chantel Langlinais, playwright—author of The Exhibit
Bring to class: a digital or a print copy of Professor Langlinais’s play (The Exhibit), available as
a PDF on the course website.
Crossing projects due

Monday, October 28: Ownership of Women’s (Private) Writing—a Play
Alison’s House (Begin in-class reading.) PDF on course website
Note : You should download and bring a print copy to class OR bring your laptop
with the digital copy already downloaded on your “reader.”
BEFORE class, read this set of online resources and take notes:
a) Background on the “real” fight over Emily Dickinson’s literary legacy:
http://chronicle.com/blogs/wiredcampus/quickwire-acrimony-accompanies-dickinsonpapers-to-online-archive/47651?cid=at&utm_source=at&utm_medium=en
b) Background on Dickinson’s life and her approach to “publishing” her poetry:
http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_f/dickinson/bio.htm
Be sure to do the “click to enlarge” step on some of the manuscripts on this page:
http://www.emilydickinsonmuseum.org/emily_manuscripts
Scan through these images:
https://www.google.com/search?q=emily+dickinson%27s+fascicles&client=firefoxa&hs=rVO&rls=org.mozilla:enUS:official&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=OD5pUuOACqB2gXTyoHwBA&ved=0CEUQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=876
c) Background on Susan Glaspell as playwright, novelist, and (more broadly) innovative
woman writer:
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/30/theater/newsandfeatures/30glas.html?_r=0
and
http://blogs.shu.edu/glaspellsociety/sample-page/
d) Report about and review of an actual production of Alison’s House in England:
http://blogs.shu.edu/glaspellsociety/2009/11/orange-tree-theatre/
http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2009/oct/11/alisons-house-susan-glaspell-review
Wednesday, October 30: Women’s Writing—Cultural Criticism, Gender, and Staging
Alison’s House (Complete reading and discussion.)
Looking ahead:
Preparing your report on secondary criticism
Model presentation on secondary criticism by Julie Vu
[Last date to turn in revisions of “Author I Love” paper!]

III. Writing
Monday, November 4: Written Research on Women’s Writing I
Reading for all to be discussed in class:
Judith Fetterley, “Introduction: On the Politics of Literature” from The Resisting Reader
Available as an e-book from the TCU library; also available as a PDF on course website
Susan K. Harris, "‛But is it Any Good?’: Evaluating Nineteenth-Century American Women's
Fiction.” American Literature, Vol. 63, No. 1 (Mar., 1991), pp. 43-61
Available online through FrogScholar/TCU journal subscriptions
Model presentation on secondary criticism by Hannah Davis
In-class meeting time for presentation pairs to refine reports on secondary criticism
Wednesday, November 6: Written Research on Women’s Writing II
Reports on Secondary Criticism—group reports and handouts due
Reading for all:
Jennifer Sinor. “Introduction: Stories that Matter, The Matter of Stories.” The Extraordinary
Work of Ordinary Writing: Annie Ray’s Diary. Iowa City: U of Iowa Press, 2002. 1-22.
Available as an e-book from the TCU library
Monday, November 11: Women Writers from TCU’s Local History—A Case Study
A Woman Poet from TCU’s early days—Ida Jarvis:
a) Read these texts from Jarvis’s collection, Texas Poems, available as a PDF on the course
website {and be sure to bring digital or print copies to class to facilitate our discussion}
“In Memory of E.M.,” 20-21; “Our Grandmother,” 28-30; “Give Thanks,” 39-41; “New Year’s
Greeting, Jan. 1, 1866,” 41-43; “Prophecy Fulfilled,” 62-65; “The Indian Wife’s Lament” and
associated prose headnote, 86-90
Consider, in preparation for class: what do the poems reveal about the cultural context of TCU,
the local community of the college’s home, and Texas during Jarvis’s day?
b) Select one other poem you’d like to read (or from which you’d like to read an excerpt)
for the class; prepare commentary on the poem’s content, per the query above
c) Background information on Jarvis by Sherrie Reynolds and Joyce Marshall: “The
Beginning and, if not for a woman, the End of TCU,” from The Women of TCU
[available as a PDF on the course website]
Wednesday, November 13: “Sponsored” Writing: The Example of Spelman’s Early Years
http://kcac.kennesaw.edu/thematic_content/educating_for_citizenship/creating.html
http://kcac.kennesaw.edu/thematic_content/educating_for_citizenship/leaders.html

http://kcac.kennesaw.edu/thematic_content/educating_for_citizenship/timetwo.html

short articles by early Spelman graduates:
1) Nora A. Gordon, class of 1888 [link] “INFLUENCE OF WOMAN ON NATIONAL
CHARACTER”

2) Carrie Walls, class of 1888 [link] “Children's Exchange” (two articles)
3) Claudia T. White, class of 1897 [link] “False Prophets”
Looking ahead: Planning for Your Final Project
Monday, November 18: Public Writing—Black Women Rhetors at the Turn of the Century
Last date to turn in interview/observation report
Writings by Anna Julia Cooper—copies to be provided by
guest speaker Coretta Pittman of Baylor University—
download PDF from doc-sharing
Info on Cooper to read before class:
http://cooperproject.org/about-anna-julia-cooper/

Journalism by Ida B. Wells-Barnett—Southern Horrors
 Wells-Barnett, “Lynch Law in Georgia”
Read these sections (links to American Memory website of Library of
Congress):
Untitled Section (title page); Untitled Section (Table of Contents and “Consider the
Facts”);
NINE MEN LYNCHED ON SUSPICION.
TORTURED AND BURNED ALIVE.

Wednesday, November 20: Women’s Public Campaigns—Writers Take on Issues

Choose one reading and associated texts from the options below1) 1848 “Declaration of Sentiments”
http://ecssba.rutgers.edu/docs/seneca.html

http://www.thenewagenda.net/2012/07/09/reflections-on-the-declaration-of-sentiments-and-resolutions/
http://www.reclusiveleftist.com/2008/07/19/160-years-after-seneca-falls-how-are-we-doing/

2) “The Problem that Has No Name” from The Feminine Mystique by Betty Freidan
http://www.feliciaviator.com/history121/schedule/friedanandsteinem.pdf
http://www.brainpickings.org/index.php/2013/02/19/the-feminine-mystique/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/19/books/betty-friedans-feminine-mystique-50-yearslater.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0

3) Sheryl Sandberg, Lean In excerpts
http://ideas.time.com/2013/03/07/why-i-want-women-to-lean-in/

[Be sure to read links in the related Time articles from the same issue.]
http://www.cnn.com/2013/03/11/tech/social-media/sheryl-sandberg-profile-facebook
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mary-buffett/lean-in_b_2902325.html

4) Mukhtar Mai, In the Name of Honor excerpt and media coverage
http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/01/in-name-of-honor.html
http://www.ashraya-ny.org/mmai2.html

Monday, November 25: Public Writing in the Context of our Course

Ida Tarbell biography [excerpt available as a PDF on course website]
Sharing drafts of your personal projects—peer feedback
In-class reading prep: Forecasting our work on women speakers-http://eloquentwoman.blogspot.com/2011/04/famous-speech-friday-sojourner-truth.html

Extra credit presentation option: Read and summarize excerpt from a book by Jane Addams; connect it
with texts by Tarbell and Wells-Barnett.

Jane Addams, A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil, excerpt
http://books.google.com/books?id=p4DvFgyyfa4C&printsec=frontcover&dq=jane+addams+new+conscience&hl=en&sa=X&ei=
sCypUe-BIevliwLA44CYBQ&ved=0CDAQ6AEwAA [read

pp. 17-52]

Wednesday, November 27: NO Class—Thanksgiving Holiday
Monday December 2: Speaking as Writing—Voices of Women Leaders
Barbara Jordan speaks at the National Democratic Convention, 1976:
http://eloquentwoman.blogspot.com/2011/02/famous-speech-friday-barbara-jordans.html
Mary Fisher’s “Whisper of Aids” speech to the Republican Convention, 1992:
http://www.nbcnews.com/video/nightly-news/48815597#48815597
Revisited 20 years later:
http://www.today.com/video/today/50432008#50432008
Wilma Mankiller, a Cherokee Chief
http://eloquentwoman.blogspot.com/2011/10/famous-speech-friday-wilma-mankiller-on.html

Wednesday, December 4: Speaking as Writing II—Women as Advocates
A) Women’s Voices for Peace
Gabby Giffords resigns from the US House of Representatives
http://eloquentwoman.blogspot.com/2012/02/famous-speech-friday-gabrielle.html
Gabby Giffords speaks on gun control
http://www.wptv.com/dpp/news/political/gabrielle-giffords-gun-control-speech-video-giffords-speaks-atsenate-judiciary-gun-hearing

Nobel Laureate Wangari Maathai's hummingbird fable
http://eloquentwoman.blogspot.com/2011/10/famous-speech-friday-nobel-laureate.html

B) Reflecting on Our Reading and Writing from the Course

EXAM WEEK
Wednesday, December 11—assigned exam date: your final project due at this time

Note special, university-assigned time for exam:
Wednesday, Dec 11, 3:00—Exam Project Due
Count on 90 minutes of in-class time, i.e., 3:00-4:30
Exam: You will do an informal oral presentation, sharing some aspect(s) of your final
project. Attendance during the assigned exam time slot is REQUIRED. Your final project
is due at the beginning of the exam period. Projects handed in after the start of that class
meeting will incur a late penalty of 5 points per day (5 if handed in anytime later

Wednesday, 10 if handed in Thursday). NO projects will be accepted after 3:00 p.m. on
Thursday, December 12, due to registrar deadline for submission of grades.

Policies and Resources
I. University-level policies-A) Disabilities Statement:
Texas Christian University complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 regarding students with disabilities. Eligible students seeking accommodations should contact the
Coordinator of Student Disabilities Services in the Center for Academic Services located in Sadler Hall, 11.
Accommodations are not retroactive, therefore, students should contact the Coordinator as soon as possible in the
term for which they are seeking accommodations. Further information can be obtained from the Center for
Academic Services, TCU Box 297710, Fort Worth, TX 76129, or at (817) 257-7486.
Adequate time must be allowed to arrange accommodations and accommodations are not retroactive; therefore,
students should contact the Coordinator as soon as possible in the academic term for which they are seeking
accommodations. Each eligible student is responsible for presenting relevant, verifiable, professional
documentation and/or assessment reports to the Coordinator. Guidelines for documentation may be found at
http://www.acs.tcu.edu/disability_documentation.asp.
Students with emergency medical information or needing special arrangements in case a building must be evacuated
should discuss this information with their instructor/professor as soon as possible.

B) Academic Conduct Policy:
Refer to the TCU Undergraduate Studies Catalog (quoted below) http://www.catalog.tcu.edu/undergraduate/
An academic community requires the highest standards of honor and integrity in all of its participants if it is to
fulfill its missions. In such a community faculty, students, and staff are expected to maintain high standards of
academic conduct. The purpose of this policy is to make all aware of these expectations. Additionally, the policy
outlines some, but not all, of the situations which can arise that violate these standards. Further, the policy sets
forth a set of procedures, characterized by a "sense of fair play," which will be used when these standards are
violated. In this spirit, definitions of academic misconduct are listed below. These are not meant to be exhaustive.
Academic misconduct.
Any act that violates the spirit of the academic conduct policy is considered academic misconduct. Specific
examples include, but are not limited to:
A. Cheating. Includes, but is not limited to:
1. Copying from another student's test paper, laboratory report, other report, or computer files and listings.
2. Using in any academic exercise or academic setting, material and/or devices not authorized by the person in
charge of the test.
3. Collaborating with or seeking aid from another student during an academic exercise without the permission of
the person in charge of the exercise.
4. Knowingly using, buying, selling, stealing, transporting, or soliciting in its entirety or in part, the contents of a
test or other assignment unauthorized for release.
5. Substituting for another student, or permitting another student to substitute for oneself, in a manner that leads
to misrepresentation of either or both students work.
B. Plagiarism. The appropriation, theft, purchase, or obtaining by any means another's work, and the
unacknowledged submission or incorporation of that work as one's own offered for credit.
Appropriation includes the quoting or paraphrasing of another's work without giving credit therefore.
C. Collusion. The unauthorized collaboration with another in preparing work offered for credit.
D. Abuse of resource materials. Mutilating, destroying, concealing, or stealing such materials.

E. Computer misuse. Unauthorized or illegal use of computer software or hardware through the TCU Computer
Center or through any programs, terminals, or freestanding computers owned, leased, or operated by TCU or any
of its academic units for the purpose of affecting the academic standing of a student.
F. Fabrication and falsification. Unauthorized alteration or invention of any information or citation in an academic
exercise. Falsification involves altering information for use in any academic exercise. Fabrication involves inventing
or counterfeiting information for use in any academic exercise.
G. Multiple submission. The submission by the same individual of substantial portions of the same academic work
(including oral reports) for credit more than once in the same or another class without authorization.
H. Complicity in academic misconduct. Helping another to commit an act of academic misconduct.
I. Bearing false witness. Knowingly and falsely accusing another student of academic misconduct.
Sanctions. Sanctions will be imposed for acts of academic misconduct. Students may obtain a complete copy of the
Academic Conduct Policy in the offices of all the academic deans, the Dean of Campus Life, the Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs, and the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs.

II. Additional policies for this class
A) Attendance:
As a significant element in your participation grade, attendance is central to effective performance in the course.
More generally, attending regularly supports your learning in a class where much of the work is collaborative and
interactive. These are two major incentives supporting regular attendance.
Only official university absences and documented illness are excused absences. Students representing TCU in a
university-mandated activity that requires missing class should provide official documentation of schedules and turn
in work in advance. Absences due to undocumented illness (i.e., no health center or doctor’s record/note), attending
optional university events, or traveling out of town are unexcused and, in any case, lead to loss of attendance points
for days missed.
Students whose absences are due to circumstances beyond their control may appeal on a case by case basis by
bringing pertinent documentation to an individually scheduled appointment outside of class time. Please do not
discuss any individual attendance issues during class time.
Tardies--Please be on time for class. Students who are tardy are a distraction to the whole class. On days you are
tardy or leave early, one point will be deducted from your 3 potential points earned for attendance. (Should you
arrive late AND leave early for a class session, two points would be deducted.) Keep in mind that in-class work
cannot be made up. For instance, if we do a short writing exercise or have a quiz before you arrive (late) for class,
you cannot complete the exercise or quiz for credit later.

B) Connecting to the course website
We have a website we’ll use for various activities throughout the course, including sharing resources; accessing
handouts for the course; and sending announcements. However, some writing projects should be turned in via paper
copy during class time, unless special arrangements are made ahead of time (e.g., you are going to be out of town for
a TCU-sponsored athletic competition). Securing handouts and other materials on the website is a basic requirement
for the course.
You are responsible for checking the website regularly for updates to the syllabus and adjustments in the
assignments for class. In particular, if you are absent, be sure to go to the website for any updates that were
announced during a class period you missed.

C) Late Work
Assignments will be due at the beginning of class and will be considered late thereafter. If you know you
will be missing a class, you need to submit the assignment ahead of time.
Late papers will be penalized five points for each class period beyond the due date unless a) the
student has an official university absence and b) the instructor has agreed to late submission in advance of
the due date. In other words, if you know you will be missing a class, you need to submit the assignment
ahead of time or secure special approval ahead of time for a different submission date.
Note that the exam/final project will not be accepted after Wednesday, May 8, at noon, due to the
deadline your instructor must meet for turning in final grades to the registrar.
D) Technology Access and Late Work
This course relies heavily on technology, so you will need to have reliable access to the internet, which is always
available in several places (including the library) on campus. Problems with technology (e.g., computer crash,
printer malfunction, internet connectivity issues) are not acceptable excuses for submitting late work. Plan ahead to
avoid last-minute crises related to due dates.

III. Resources to Support Your Work

The Writing Center: The William L. Adams Center for Writing is an academic service available to all TCU
students. Writing specialists and peer tutors are available for one-on-one tutorials from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Monday through Friday in Reed Hall, Suite 419. Students can also visit the Center for Writing annex
in the Information Commons area of the library Sunday through Thursday from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Online tutorials are also available. To make an appointment for either location or to use the online
tutorial service, please visit the Center for Writing web site at http://www.wrt.tcu.edu/.
New Media Writing Studio
The New Media Writing Studio (NMWS) is available to assist students with audio, video, multimedia, and
webdesign projects. The Studio, located in SCHAR 2003, serves as an open lab for use by students during posted
hours. The Studio has both pc and Mac computers outfitted with Adobe CS3, which includes Adobe Acrobat,
Dreamweaver, Photoshop, Flash, and InDesign. A variety of equipment is available for checkout to students whose
teachers have contacted the Studio in advance. For more information and a schedule of open hours, see
http://www.newmedia.tcu.edu/.
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Online Support for Your Writing:
The “Tongue Untied” website, a guide to grammar, punctuation, and other editing-related skills:
http://www.grammaruntied.com/index.html
Tips on avoiding plagiarism: http://tlt.its.psu.edu/plagiarism/tutorial/cutpaste/

Additional TCU Campus Resources for Students
TCU Campus Resources for Students: Many resources exist on the TCU campus that may be helpful to students:
Mary Couts Burnet Library (257-7117); Center for Academic Services (257-7486, Sadler Hall. 1022); Student
Development Services (257-7855, BLUU 2003); and Office of Religious & Spiritual Life (257-7830, Jarvis Hall),
Campus Life (257-7926, Sadler Hall 2006), and the Counseling, Testing, and Mental Health Center (257-7863,
Brown Lupton Health Center).

